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WELCOME

Welcome once again to the Victoria
Stadium – the home of Gibraltarian
football.

These few weeks and months are an
incredibly busy period for the GFA and
for Gibraltar’s national teams.
Our U15s have just returned from a
development tournament in Minsk,
Belarus, whilst our U17s have recently
been in action in a landmark
tournament in Chinese Taipei, taking
on Asian opposition from Myanmar,
Hong Kong and the host country for
the first time. That was immediately
followed by qualification matches 
in Cyprus against the hosts, France 

and Slovakia. As you read these words,
our U19s will be in action in Austria,
facing the Republic of Ireland,
Switzerland and our Austrian hosts.

Over a period of just six days, both our
National A Team and our U21s will
each play twice. Three of those four
matches will take place right here in
this stadium, with our U21s first up
against The Netherlands and then they
meet Belarus on the 19th. The boys
count on your support for both these
matches, where entrance will be free 
of charge.

The senior team face two di\cult ties
in the shape of Denmark (away) and
Switzerland (home) in the space of
three days. These nations are ranked
14th and 13th in the world respectively,
a mark of the challenge that lies ahead.

We will therefore have a veritable
festival of International football here in
our national stadium in the next week
– please come and down to support
our lads as they take on the cream of
European and world football.

Domestically, the National League
develops apace, with an average of just
four rounds of games left before the 12
clubs split into two groups of six at the
end of the year. 

There is still all to fight for, with places
in the top Championship Group up for
grabs and there are a few exciting
twists and turns in prospect between
now and the end of 2019.

Finally, a word of gratitude to you, the
supporters, for your unstinting and
unwavering support for our national
teams. 2019 has been an exciting and
at times tumultuous year for
Gibraltarian football. 2020 will be no
diYerent, with the GFA celebrating its
125th anniversary and works finally
getting underway on Gibraltar’s new
National Stadium. 

Thank you for being there with us,
every step of the way.
Follow the Red and White!

DENNIS BEISO
General Secretary
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WELCOME
DENNIS BEISO – GENERAL SECRETARY, THE GIBRALTAR FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
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THE THOUGHTS OF THE HEAD COACH...



GOOD evening once again and welcome to the final
home game of our UEFA Euro 2020 qualifying campaign. 
It’s great to be back at the Victoria Stadium once again
after last month’s bitter-sweet qualifier where we so
nearly pulled oM a sensational comeback. 

Tonight we take on a Switzerland team looking to qualify
for Euro 2020. We welcome the team and delegation to
Gibraltar. Their position in the group, with all due respect
to them, means very little to us. Tonight we need to be
focused on our job as best we can to keep growing day-
by-day as a National Team.  

We took them on in Sion in September and despite the
result there were many positives to take from the game.
There were large chunks of the match in which the group
performed very well as a collective unit and we need to

work on that to make sure we can do that on a
regular basis, more often, for longer periods of

matches. This will allow us to aspire to
achieving positive results more often. 

The project we are embarking on
with our National Team
centres around the growth
and development of the
players and the team as a
whole; it’s not measured
on one individual
match or indeed one
individual
qualifying
campaign. 

“The project we are embarking on with
our National Team centres around the
growth and development of the players
and the team as a whole; it’s not
measured on one individual match or
indeed one individual qualifying
campaign…”

We use each game and campaign to grow the way we
function as a team and as individuals. Our growth as a
team with so many youngsters in it, laying the
foundations for them to develop as international
footballers, doing the hard work so that in the future they
can dream of positive results, as winning on the field is
the best feeling in football. 

Tonight will be tough, against one of the best teams in
the world, but we have worked very hard and you can
have no doubt that each and every one of the players will
give everything they have on that pitch tonight. You
deserve nothing less from your National Team. 
Enjoy the game, get behind your Gibraltarian Warriors
and dare to dream with us! 

JULIO

JULIO  RIBAS
HEAD COACH
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WE ARE CONTINUING TO GROW
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WELCOME everyone once again to
the Victoria Stadium, for our final
game of these UEFA Euro 2020
Qualifiers against Switzerland, who
will no doubt have all to play for in
terms of their qualification for the
Euro 2020 finals in the summer.

It’s been a great campaign despite
the results. Being drawn as the
bottom seeds in a group of five
teams has seen us come up
against some very tough opponents,
and but for the odd goal and
amazing save we could have
had two results at home already
in the games against Republic
of Ireland and Georgia.

That Georgia game last month was
crazy. We were not happy with our
first half performance and did
everything we could to try and fix
that in the second half. 

The emotions I felt as the game
went on were unreal. It was as if we
had gone back to the amazing

October in 2018. When we scored
the equaliser, perhaps we naively
thought we could have gone on to
win the game and our emotions
demanded we pushed on for the
third goal. This is international
football, and perhaps our naivety
is what caught us out, but it shows
how far we have come, that with
you behind us at home, we can
aspire to beat a team like Georgia,
and indeed give them a run for
their money.

Switzerland will probably be totally
diYerent. They are one of the top-
ranked teams in the world, who are
used to qualifying for major
tournaments. They made the final
four in the UEFA Nations League
and will want to ensure they book
their place at Euro 2020. As always
we need to be at our best, stick to
Julio’s game plan and maintain our
concentration to try to ensure we
make no silly mistakes. But we dare
to dream and who knows!

Your support throughout the Euro
2020 Qualifiers has been immense.
It has been an honour and privilege
to captain Gibraltar in front of you
and I hope, along with the rest of
the players, that we can make you
leave the stadium as proud
Gibraltarians and immensely proud
of your national football team. 

On behalf of the team we are very
thankful…

ROY

ROY CHIPOLINA
AN HONOUR AND A PRIVILEDGE



It’s been 18 months now since you
broke into the national team. How
would you describe the way it has
all gone for you so far?
AH: These 18 months have been a
dream come true and a privilege for
me. Since I was young and going
through the age groups, I have
always wanted to play for the
national team and that has always
been one of my goals. It is definitely
a lot of hard work and commitment
when preparing to play against the
best, especially when you really
want to succeed and perform like
we want to. We do not prepare to
play against the best, we prepare to
beat them. That’s the mentality we
have now.

As one of the youngsters in the
squad, what does it mean to play
alongside the experienced heads
in the squad, players like Roy, Lee,
Liam and Joseph. Have you been
able to learn much oM them?
AH: The likes of these players have
always been people which I have

looked up to and idolised as they
have been playing for now for a
while. I have definitely learned a lot
from them and their experience;
they are very supportive and their
tips go a mile to someone who
strives to learn. Liam, playing in the
midfield like me, has really been
someone who I have learned a lot
from. He has taught me a lot.

And Julio? How would you
describe playing under him? Is he
one of the best coaches you have
come across so far in your young
career?
AH: Julio has now become a father
figure in football for most of us. I
have played in Spain for many years
for the likes of Cadiz FC and have
come across many good coaches. 

However, I have come across few
managers like Julio up to now. As a
player, when a coach wants the best
in you, brings out the best in you
and wants you to succeed as much
as your family does, the coach

becomes someone who you will do
anything for and Julio has become
that person for many of us.

Every step of the way, whilst with
the national team, your older
brother Anthony has been there
with you. What does it mean to
play beside him?
AH: Having your brother playing
with you in the national team is
definitely a privilege. We both have a
lot of passion for our country and for
the sport. We drive each-other to
work harder and improve, which is
something that always keeps you
motivated. We often debate each
others’ performances and give
honest feedback, which is always
appreciated. When either of us have
a poor performance, we are always
the first ones to tell each other. I
have always looked up to Anthony,
so playing alongside him now
means a lot to me.

Is there any rivalry between you
both as midfielders?
AH: Indirectly and professionally
there is. However, I will always want
the best on the football pitch for him
and everyone else in the squad. In
the national squad we are like a
family and we support whoever is
playing, always looking out for the
best of Gibraltar and not individual
goals.

Looking at Switzerland, what can
we expect from them as a team?
AH: Switzerland is a team which will
obviously be looking to qualify the
group and be looking for the three
points. They are a top side and very
dynamic. However, we will play our
game like we always do and will also
be looking for the three points as
always. We are playing at our home,
and on our pitch we aim to make
the most of the home advantage!
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IN CONVERSATION
Andrew Hernandez on brotherly love and being part of the national team…
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How will qualifying work?

Simple; every team in a group plays each
other twice, with the top two in each
section qualifying automatically for the
finals. That's 20 of the 24 finals places
taken care of, with a further four filled via
the play-oYs.

How do the play-oMs fit in?

Each separate League (A, B, C and D) in
the UEFA Nations League has been
allocated one UEFA EURO 2020 place.
Four sides from each League will contest

single-leg semi-finals and a one-oY final
(entirely specific to the EURO) in March
2020. The winner of each of these four
one-oY finals gets a ticket to UEFA EURO
2020.

In theory, the play-oYs are contested by
the four winners of the quartet of groups
that form each of the four Leagues.
However, if a UEFA Nations League group
winner has already qualified via the
European Qualifiers, their spot goes to
the next best-ranked team in their
League.

If a League does not have four teams to
compete (say, for example, ten of the 12
League A teams qualify automatically),
the remaining slots are allocated to sides
from another League in accordance with
the overall rankings. 

How did the draw work?

The teams were split into seven pots; the
UEFA Nations League pot, consisting of
the four teams set to compete in this
year's Finals, as well as Pots 1 to 6. The
four countries in the UEFA Nations
League pot – Switzerland, Portugal,
Netherlands and England – were drawn
into the first position in Groups A to D to
ensure they each have two dates free for
the Finals in June 2019.

The pots were determined by the overall
UEFA Nations League rankings issued on
21 November 2018.

The six teams in Pot 1 were drawn into
the first position in Groups E to J. The ten
teams in Pot 2 were drawn into second
positions in the ten groups, with the draw
continuing in similar style for Pots 3, 4
and 5 to fill positions 3, 4 and 5
respectively. The teams in Pot 6 were
then drawn into the sixth position in the
six-team Groups F to J.

There were various other restrictions
regarding host nations, prohibited team
clashes, winter venues and excessive
travel implemented around the draw.
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Qualifying groups
UEFA EURO 2020

Group A: England, Czech Republic,
Bulgaria, Montenegro, Kosovo

Group B: Portugal, Ukraine, Serbia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg

Group C:Netherlands, Germany,
Northern Ireland, Estonia, Belarus

Group D: Switzerland, Denmark,
Republic of Ireland, Georgia, Gibraltar

Group E: Croatia, Wales, Slovakia,
Hungary, Azerbaijan

Group F: Spain, Sweden, Norway,
Romania, Faroe Islands, Malta

Group G: Poland, Austria, Israel,
Slovenia, FYR Macedonia, Latvia

Group H: France, Iceland, Turkey,
Albania, Moldova, Andorra

Group I: Belgium, Russia, Scotland,
Cyprus, Kazakhstan, San Marino

Group J: Italy, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Finland, Greece, Armenia, Liechtenstein



MATCHDAY ONE
Saturday 23 March
Georgia v Switzerland 0-2
Gibraltar v Republic of Ireland 0-1

MATCHDAY TWO
Tuesday 26 March
Switzerland v Denmark 3-3
Republic of Ireland v Georgia 1-0

MATCHDAY THREE
Friday 7 June
Georgia v Gibraltar 3-0
Denmark v Republic of Ireland 1-1

MATCHDAY FOUR
Monday 10 June
Denmark v Georgia 5-1
Republic of Ireland v Gibraltar 2-0

MATCHDAY FIVE
Thursday 5 September
Republic of Ireland v Switzerland 1-1
Gibraltar v Denmark 0-6

MATCHDAY SIX
Sunday 8 September
Switzerland v Gibraltar 4-0
Georgia v Denmark 0-0

MATCHDAY SEVEN
Saturday 12 October
Georgia v Republic of Ireland 0-0 
Denmark v Switzerland 1-0

MATCHDAY EIGHT
Tuesday 15 October
Switzerland v Republic of Ireland 2-0
Gibraltar v Georgia 2-3

MATCHDAY NINE
Friday 15 November
Switzerland v Georgia
Denmark v Gibraltar

MATCHDAY TEN
Monday 18 November
Gibraltar v Switzerland
Republic of Ireland v Denmark
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THE LAST International match of
2019, for the senior side at least,
brings to an end a busy year for Julio
Ribas’ side, and undoubtedly a tough
one against quality opposition.
Switzerland will as always provide a
very tough test tonight – the team
are ranked 13th in the world at the
time of writing above traditional
powerhouses such as Italy and
Germany, which gives you an idea of
the task at hand for Gib. 

I was fortunate enough to be at the
reverse fixture in Sion back in
September, and Gib held their own
against tonight’s opposition for 37
minutes – but then went in at half
time 3-0 down which was a killer
blow. If they can repeat the first 30
minutes or so from that game
tonight, and not give away multiple
goals in quick succession, then
tonight could prove harder for the
Swiss than they would likely expect.

By the time this goes to print, the
match against Denmark in

Copenhagen will have taken place –
Gib’s final away game of the group
and against the side ranked 14th in
the world by FIFA. Much like
September, this is a very hard
international break for the national
side, but these are the games
everyone wanted when we first were
accepted into UEFA and then FIFA
later on, and we should relish them.

The second half against Georgia last
month was exhilarating, after what
was in truth a very tired and flat first
45 minutes at the Victoria Stadium. 

It was brilliant to see both Lee
Casciaro and Roy Chipolina leading
the fight-back – it was also very good
to see Lee become Gib’s all-time
post-UEFA top goalscorer as well. The
reality is, with the next set of
European Championship qualifiers
likely to not be until 2023, this could
be the last time the pair feature in a
qualifying match for this particular
tournament – hopefully we’ll still get
more time to appreciate the quality

they bring to the side in the
upcoming seasons, both in the next
UEFA Nations League, and hopefully
the qualifiers for the 2022 World Cup.

Looking at the squad for tonight’s
opponents, there is clear talent in all
areas of the pitch – given the close
proximity to Germany, it is no
surprise to see a lot of the Swiss side
playing in the Bundesliga, including
three players at league leaders
Monchengladbach. 

Denis Zakaria is one of those three,
and the exciting young midfielder is
definitely one to keep an eye out if he
plays – the 22-year-old has been
linked with Premier League leaders
Liverpool in recent weeks and it is
easy to see why. 

Finally, after these qualifiers conclude,
I look forward to the development of
the new stadium project –
something Gibraltar deserves to have,
which will bring with it undoubted
benefits for both players and fans
alike.  2020 promises to be another
exciting year for Gibraltar football.

WORDS: Dan Gri\n.
IMAGE: Neil Wilson.
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FANS VIEW
A BUSY YEAR
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GIBRALTAR
PLD  SUB

GOALKEEPERS:

BRADLEY BANDA LYNX FC
DAYLE COLEING EUROPA FC
KYLE GOLDWIN LINCOLN RED IMPS FC

DEFENDERS:

ERIN BARNETT FC BOCA (GIB)
ETHAN BRITTO LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
JOSEPH CHIPOLINA LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
ROY CHIPOLINA LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
JEAN-CARLOS GARCIA FCB MAGPIES
ETHAN JOLLEY EUROPA FC
AYMEN MOUELHI ST JOSEPH'S FC
JAYCE OLIVERO EUROPA FC
BRAD POWER LYNX FC
ETHAN SANTOS MONS CALPE SC
JACK SERGEANT EUROPA FC

MIDFIELDERS:

MOHAMED BADR LYNX FC
ANDREW HERNANDEZ ST. JOSEPHS FC
ANTHONY HERNANDEZ LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
ALAIN PONS ST JOSEPH'S FC
LIAM WALKER EUROPA FC

FORWARDS:

LEE CASCIARO LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
JAMIE COOMBES LINCOLN RED IMPS FC
TJAY DE BARR REAL OVIEDO FC
REECE STYCHE HEREFORD FC

SWITZERLAND
PLD  SUB

GOALKEEPERS:

YVON MVOGO RB LEIPZIG
JONAS OMLIN FC BASEL 1893
YANN SOMMER VFL BORUSSIA MÖNCHENGLADBACH

DEFENDERS:

MANUEL AKANJI BORUSSIA DORTMUND
LORIS BENITO FC GIRONDINS DE BORDEAUX
ERAY CÖMERT ERAY FC BASEL 1893
NICO ELVEDI VFL BORUSSIA MÖNCHENGLADBACH
MICHAEL LANG WERDER BREMEN
STEPHAN LICHTSTEINER FC AUGSBURG
KEVIN MBABU VFL WOLFSBURG
JACQUES-FRANÇOIS MOUBANDJE DINAMO ZAGREB
RICARDO RODRIGUEZ AC MILAN

MIDFIELDERS:

CHRISTIAN FASSNACHT BSC YOUNG BOYS
EDIMILSON FERNANDES FSV MAINZ 05
REMO FREULER ATALANTA BERGAMO
DJIBRIL SOW EINTRACHT FRANKFURT
GRANIT XHAKA ARSENAL FC
DENIS ZAKARIA VFL BORUSSIA MÖNCHENGLADBACH

FORWARDS:

ALBIAN AJETI WEST HAM UNITED
JOSIP DRMIC NORWICH CITY
HARIS SEFEROVIC SL BENFICA
RENATO STEFFEN VFL WOLFSBURG
RUBEN VARGAS FC AUGSBURG

on the pitch

Referee TBA

Assistant Referee 1 TBA

Assistant Referee 2 TBA

Fourth OOcial  TBA
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All’s well that ends well - or so
Switzerland hope. UEFA EURO 2020
qualifying comes to an end across the
continent during this International
break and it has been a di\cult,
awkward and frustrating journey for
the Nati who have stuttered and
stumbled their way into a position of
maximum opportunity in Group D.

They began in emphatic fashion,
sending out a warning to the other
three teams in the group with a
comfortable victory in Tbilisi against
Georgia via goals from Steven Zuber
and Denis Zakaria. 

That win is something no other side in
the group was able to match against
the fourth seeds.

Three days later, the first cracks in
Swiss armour began to show. An

inexplicable capitulation in Basel
against Denmark which saw the home
side lead three-nil on seventy-six
minutes only to then lose three goals
in the final nine minutes. It was a
haunting night for the Swiss and their
inability to keep any sort of lead soon
became a theme.

With the Nations League Finals
enforcing a sabbatical on qualification
in June, Switzerland finally returned to
action in September with a visit to
Dublin but the Irish capital provided
more late despair. 

A tight match looked to be settled with
fifteen minutes to play after a lovely
team goal finished by Fabian Schar
only for Ireland to show their never-
say-die attitude that propelled them to
top spot with David McGoldrick finding
the equaliser in the final five minutes.

It was clear Switzerland needed a pick-
me-up after another missed
opportunity in the Fair City and that
duly arrived when Gibraltar visited Sion
in the first-ever competitive match at
the Tourbillon. 

Predictably, Switzerland ran out
winners but a stubborn and
committed Gibraltar side kept them at
bay for thirty-seven minutes before
three goals arrived before the half and
one at the end from Mario Gavranovic
to provide gloss to a much-needed
three points.

Another titanic tussle against Denmark
awaited Switzerland in Copenhagen in
October with a point the realistic target
but frustrations returned as the visitors
were repeatedly thwarted by an
inspired Kaspar Schmeichel and were
then sucker-punched with a late goal
struck by Youssuf Poulsen to ratchet up
the tension in the group and leave
Switzerland in a must-win scenario
next time out.

The third most-expensive city in the
world, Geneva, played host as
Switzerland faced oY with Ireland once
more knowing that any mistake would
prove costly to their progression
chances. Anything other than victory
would leave the Swiss needing favours
from elsewhere. 

The evident nerves around the Stade
de Geneve were eased though with an
early strike from Haris Seferovic and
then evaporated completely with a
last-minute goal from Edimilson
Fernandes in a game that Switzerland
controlled.

It leaves Switzerland needing two wins
from their final two games to
automatically secure qualification to
Europe’s continental ball next summer.
It is firmly in their own hands and if
they can do that, despite all the
struggles to get here, all really will be
well.

WORDS: Craig King
@FootballSwissEN
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SWITZERLAND:THE STORY SO FAR

switzerland
THE QUALIFICATION STORY SO FAR…



Switzerland take on Gibraltar this
evening within touching distance of
Euro 2020. The Schweizer Nati’s task
is simple; win both remaining games
against Georgia and Gibraltar, and
they will qualify from Group D.

It’s been a long and arduous
campaign for Switzerland, as
although they are in a good position,
it’s not been so straight-forward. 

The Swiss have dropped five points
from conceding goals in the final six
minutes, as their qualification would
have already been secured had they
not conceded those goals.

Nevertheless, there have been a
number of players who have
impressed under Vladimir Petković.
Whether they are long-established
members of his squad or up-and-
coming young talents, it’s been a
qualifying campaign to remember
for some of Switzerland’s stars.

Yann Sommer
Goalkeeper – Borussia
Mönchengladbach
Sommer has been nothing short of
fantastic, playing every minute of
Switzerland’s campaign. One of the
most underrated goalkeepers in the
world, the Nati’s number one never
fails to impress, pulling oY some
huge saves to keep the Swiss from

further disappointment.  He has
been consistently performing at the
top of his game, with his three clean
sheets playing a big part in their
success so far.

Denis Zakaria
Midfielder - Borussia
Mönchengladbach
Zakaria is currently Switzerland’s
most exciting youth prospect, and
it’s easy to see why. With long-
serving Valon Behrami retiring after
the 2018 World Cup, the 22 year-old
seized his chance and has excelled
during EURO 2020 qualifying. His
two goals make him Switzerland’s
top goalscorer, with his brilliant
passing, defensive work and
attacking prowess making him one
of the standout Swiss players this
year.

Fabian Schär
Defender – Newcastle United
While there has been some
inconsistency at the back, Schär has
never faltered. An absolute warrior in
defence, he has been superb
throughout qualifying, making some
crucial tackles and clearances. 
Schär’s finest moment came in
Dublin, as he finished oY a
wonderful team goal to score
against the Republic of Ireland.
Unfortunately, he will play no further
part for the Swiss, as he was ruled

out of the latest squad through
injury.

Ricardo Rodríguez
Defender – AC Milan
Whether he is playing at full-back or
wing-back, Rodríguez always
performs for the Schweizer Nati. 
One of Petković’s regulars, he has
been solid in defence and pivotal in
attack, consistently contributing
going forward with his superb
crossing. His goal in the reverse
fixture against Gibraltar in Sion was
just one occasion where he showed
both sides of his game, as Rodríguez
looks to repeat that feat at the
Victoria Stadium.

Breel Embolo
Forward – Schalke
Embolo has been Switzerland’s key
player in attack, featuring in every
qualifier so far.  The 22 year-old has
led the Swiss in style in the absence
of Xherdan Shaqiri and Steven Zuber,
with one goal and two assists in
Group D. His attacking flair,
phenomenal physicality and high
work rate has been great to see, as
the young forward will certainly be
the Schweizer Nati’s biggest threat as
they conclude their campaign in
Gibraltar.

WORDS: Nischal Schwager-Patel
@NischalCFC
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Denis
Zakaria

Denis
Zakaria

THE KEY SCHWEIZER NATI PLAYERS





GIBRALTAR U21 v HOLLAND U21
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14TH
KICK-OFF 7.00pm

GIBRALTAR U21 v BELARUS U21
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH
KICK-OFF 8.00pm

THE UNDER-21s continue their qualification
campaign for the UEFA European Under-21
Championships with two tough fixtures.
First up it’s the Netherlands, who need little
introduction to the footballing world. 

Their Under-21 team will be the first to
represent Holland for an o\cial International
since the GFA became UEFA members in
2013. It’s a team littered with talent; Arnold
Briggink and Leroy Fer have the most caps
for The Netherlands at Under-21 level with
31, and their top goal scorer is Klaas-Jan
Huntelaar who has scored 18 times as an
Under-21 International. 

Very much like Gibraltar, a crop of their top
youngsters feature prominently for the full
national side, the likes of Frenkie De Jong and
Matthijs De Light, whilst it is AS Roma’s Justin
Kliuvert and AZ Alkmaar’s Dani De Wit who
are the current stars of the squad. 

Manchester United fans will no doubt
instantly recognize Tahith Chong, with AZ
Alkmaar’s Teun Koopmeiners captaining the
side.  Head Coach, Erwin van de Looi, who
was a centre back during his playing days,
has been in charge since 2018 when he left

Willem II to take over the reins. So far they
have played three and won three of their
UEFA European Under-21 Championship
Qualifiers, winning 4-0 away in Norway, 
4-2 at home to Portugal and 5-1 at home 
to Cyprus.   Belarus also have pedigree at this
level of football. They have qualified for the
UEFA European Under-21 Championships on
three separate occasions since 1996, which
was the first time they entered. 

In 2004 and 2009, their first two appearances
at the Under-21 Championship Finals, they
were eliminated at the group stages, but it
was in 2011 when they really made their
mark, finishing third at the UEFA European
Under-21 Championships in Switzerland. 
Head Coach, Sergey Yaromko, was a centre
forward in his playing career, took charge of
the Belarus U21s this year. 

They currently sit fourth in the group having
one win against Gibraltar in the reverse
fixture, two draws - at home to Norway and
away to Cyprus - and one defeat (at home to
Portugal). Most of their current squad play
their club football in Belarus. 

HOLLAND U21 SQUAD: Perr Schuurs (Ajax),
Kjell Scherpen (Ajax), Justin Kluivert (AS
Roma), Dani de Wit (AZ), Teun Koopmeiners
(AZ), Owen Wijndal (AZ), Ludovit Reis (FC
Barcelona), Azor Matusiwa (FC Groningen),
Deyovaisio Zeefuik (FC Groningen), Kaj
Sierhuis (FC Groningen), Justin Hoogma (FC
Utrecht), Maarten Paes (FC Utrecht), Ferdi
Kadioglu (Fenerbahçe), Justin Bijlow

(Feyenoord), Tyrell Malacia (Feyenoord), Rick
van Drongelen (Hamburger SV), Daishawn
Redan (Hertha BSC), Javairo Dilrosun (Hertha
BSC), Tahith Chong (Manchester United),
Cody Gakpo (PSV), Sherel Floranus (SC
Heerenveen), Abdou Harroui (Sparta
Rotterdam), Danilho Doekhi (Vitesse).

BELARUS U21 SQUAD: Pavel Pavlyuchenko
(Dinamo Brest), Aleksandr Svirskiy (BATE),
Stanislav Kleschuk (Simolevichi), Maksim
Shvyatsow (Dinamo Minsk), Ilya Lukashevich
(Proleter Novi Sad), Gleb Shevchenko (Slavia
Mozyr), Arlam Shkurdyuk (Energetik-BGU
Minsk), Roman Vegerya (Nernan Grodno),
Vladislav Lyakh (Dinamo Minsk), Yurly Krayko
(Granit Mkashevichi), Vladislav Makevich
(BATE), Danila Necjayev (Lida), Pavel Sedko
(Rukh Brest), Denis Grechikho (Rukh Brest),
Dzmitry Baradzin (Smolevichi), Arlem
Kontsevoy (Mezokovesd), Maksim Myakish
(BATE), Syarhey Vokaw (Vitebsk), Vladislav
Yatskevich (Nernan Grodno), Anton Susha
(Dinamo Minsk), Aleksandr Ksenofontov
(Dinamo Minsk), Dmitry Podstrelov (Dnyapro
Mogilev), Ilya Shkurin (Energetik-BGU Minsk),
Artsyom Pyatrenka (Slavia Mozyr), Kirill
Kirilenko (Karpaty Lviv), Vladislav
Mukhamedov (Smolevichi).

THE   FUTURE

UNDER-21s

UNDER-21S    2021 UEFA EUROPEAN UNDER-21 CHAMPIONSHIP – GROUP 7
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This season has seen the introduction of three new GFA
Girls’ Development teams playing in the U5, U6 and U8
Youth Leagues. 

The majority of the players have come from the ‘Fun
Fridays’ initiative and now have the opportunity to develop
their skills further by playing weekly matches.

Fun Fridays is open to all girls aged 4-11 who want to play
football. Sessions take place between 4.30pm and 5.30pm
each Friday on Pitch 3 at the Victoria Stadium. 

For more details, email Laura McGinn, Women’s Football
Manager, via: laura.mcginn@gibraltarfa.com. 

LEAGUE ACTION UNDERWAY
The Gibraltar FA Women’s League began last month with
last season’s winners Lincoln Red Imps facing Rock Cup
Winners Lions Gibraltar in the season opener. 

It was Lincoln that came out on top and they have
continued an excellent start to the season remaining
unbeaten having played three games.

Latest League table
Team P W D L GD PTS
Lincoln Red Imps FC Women 3 3 0 0 8 9
Lions Gibraltar FC Women 3 1 0 2 1 3
Europa FC Women 2 0 0 2 -9 0

Top scorers
Player Goals
Robba 6
Gilbert 3
Mascarenhas Olivero 2
Cortes-Minan 2
Ferro 2

IMAGE: 
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GIBRALTAR 2 GEORGIA 3
MATCHDAY 8
DATE: 15.10.2019
VENUE: Victoria Stadium

GIBRALTAR: Goldwin, J. Chipolina,
Sergeant, Casciaro, Badr (Anthony
Hernandez 81), Walker (Pons 89),
Mascarenhas-Olivero, R. Chipolina,
Mouelhi, De Barr, Britto. Subs not used:
Cafer, Banda, Garcia, Jolley, Santos, Styche,
Barnett, Andy Hernandez, Coombes,
Power. BOOKINGS: Sergeant, Badr
GOALS: Casciaro (66), R. Chipolina (74)

GEORGIA: Loria, Kakabadze, Khocholava,
Kankava, Qazaishvili, Ananidze, Lobjanidze
(Kvilitaia 68), Grigalava, Shengelia,
Kharaishvili (Kiteishvili 60), Navalovskii
(Kverkvelia 90+3). Subs not used:
Makaridze, Kupatadze, Daushvili, Aburjania,
Tabidze. BOOKINGS: Khocholava
GOALS: Kharaishvili (10), Kankava (21),
Kvilitaia (84)

PHOTOS: Ian Martinez/GFA.
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SO, HERE we are at the Victoria Stadium
as yet another European Championship
qualification campaign draws to a close,
our second since joining UEFA, but quite
simply worlds apart from the first. The
improvements in only four years are
staggering considering how long it took
nations of a similar size to show such
progress. 

To emphasise the point, we finished
Group D four years ago with a -56 goal
diYerence, while prior to our
penultimate game at Copenhagen on
Friday we had one of -17. 

There’s no doubting that Julio Ribas has
the side extremely well-organised, but
also more than capable of creating
chances of our own down the other
end, as we saw last month in what was
a remarkable second half performance. 

A match that looked done and dusted
after only 20 minutes, 2-0 down to
Georgia, having gone into it with such
high hopes, you’d have been excused
for fearing the worst, thinking we may
well be staring down the barrel of a
disappointing four or five-goal defeat;
but the players had other ideas. 

They somehow never fail to continue
surpassing your own high expectations
of them. Despite showing how resilient
they’ve been in the past, there’s always

reason to think surely they can’t amaze
us again… surely it would be a step too
far!? But amaze us they did! 

The next 70 minutes of that Georgia
game last month was some of the best
stuY I’ve witnessed this Gibraltar side
produce. 

Backs against the wall, it would have
been easy to let your heads go down
trailing 2-0 at such an early stage of the
match, but we went on to outplay a side
who themselves were coming oY the
back of an amazing run of form after
successive draws against Denmark and
the Republic of Ireland. 

The two goals we scored could and
maybe should have been more, but the
goalscorers couldn’t have been any
more fitting. In the twilight of their
careers but still oYering so much and
giving so much to their national team,
Lee Casciaro and Roy Chipolina turned
the game on its head with their second
half strikes.  

A late Georgian winner was a
devastating blow to all of us watching
and every player on the pitch, but they
could all walk oY with their heads held
high; having been only minutes away
from another golden moment at the
Victoria Stadium and yet another

magnificent performance. Turning our
attention to this evening, Switzerland
arrive with hopes of still winning the
group and a squad full of top level
players, so obviously not the perfect
fixture for us to finish on. However, I
think we could have taken a great deal
of positives from our match against
them in Sion back in September, where
we kept them at bay for a large part of
that first half and for most of the second. 

They aren’t particularly known for their
attacking prowess, so there’s certainly
hope we can frustrate them the longer it
stays goalless. I’m sure Julio will have us
as well-drilled and organised as ever
and the players will certainly, as always,
be giving it all their all in what is our last
competitive match at home this year
and once again up against such
esteemed opposition, a privilege our
players obviously don’t get every week. 

Every match is a Cup Final for us and
this will be no diYerent so let’s make it a
cup final atmosphere and close 2019 oY
with another memorable Victoria
Stadium night!

STEFAN BORGE
LET’S END ON A HIGH!



THE LAST few weeks of the Gibraltar
National League, since the last
international break, have seen some
high-scoring aYairs, the battle for the
final Championship Group spot get
more intense and no fewer than four
managerial departures as well.

Before the first match even took place,
FC Boca Gibraltar replaced Christian
Ressa with former Linense and Gib
Phoenix manager Juan Maria Sanchez.
A well-known figure in local football,
Sanchez was aided by the fact that
several of his former Phoenix players
were at Boca already, which should
have made his transition into the club
easy. However, after a draw with
Europa Point, a win against College
1975 and a narrow loss to Bruno’s
Magpies, Sanchez was to announced
his swift departure from the club after
less than a month – with Boca also
bringing in a new technical team to

the club, before appointing former
Manchester 62 manager Juan Carlos
Camacho as their new boss.

Speaking of Manchester, they saw one
former national manager replaced by
another. JeY Wood left the club by
mutual consent on the 21st October,
and two weeks later, the club
announced David Wilson was to
replace him. Manchester are one of
the teams looking to push into the top

six, but the last few weeks also bought
mixed results before Wilson’s arrival –
a good comeback win against Glacis
was dampened by big losses against
Europa and then Lions, who are also
pushing for sixth. 

Mons Calpe are the side most likely to
have their top six spot threatened, but
under new manager Leo Vela they
have become a tough team to break
down – an impressive 3-1 win against
Magpies was followed by a 2-0 loss to
Lincoln, who had to work very hard
for their three points. Mons only
downside is they have fewer games to
play than their rivals, and two tough
matches vs St Joseph’s and Europa are
still to come – it will be a battle for
them to finish in the top six when the
league splits.

At the top, the usual top three fill up
the first three positions, but they are

LEAGUE REVIEW
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yet to establish too much of a gap from Magpies
and Lynx in fourth and fifth respectively. Lynx
especially have been a very tough opposition for
the most part, and their 1-1 draw against St Joseph’s
showed that Albert Parody’s side are very much a
part of the upper echelons of local football this
season. When the league does split, it will be
interesting to see those five sides, plus whoever
joins them in sixth, play each other week after week
– every weekend promises to have at least one
massive fixture in it.

Lower down the table, Europa Point’s chances of
top six look less likely than some of those around
them, and their manager, the former national head
coach Allen Bula, chose to step down from his role
earlier this month. Although they still have College
1975 to play, who are yet to pick up a point this
season, Europa Point would need to get results
against Manchester 62 and St Joseph’s if they want
top six.

A team who does have a chance of sneaking in
unnoticed into the top six is Lions. Despite only
winning once this season, Albert Ferri’s side are just
four points oY Mons Calpe in sixth, and three of
their final four matches are winnable games against
teams also currently in the bottom six. If they
manage that, it would be some achievement for a
team which has seen little investment compared to
some of their more well-oY opponents – much like
Lynx, Lions have learned to live within their means
which should stand them in good stead.

For Glacis and College 1975, their race for the top six
looks run in all truth – although the former have
picked themselves up from a heavily disrupted start
to the season. The aim now for them should be to
try and improve where possible going into the
Challenge Group – the reality for College 1975 is
that they’ll likely be relieved to face teams of a more
similar level to them in 2020, and not have to face
big results like the 12-0 scoreline Europa inflicted on
them, which benefits absolutely no-one.

Finally, we’d like to give a mention to FC Hound
Dogs. The former Second Division side chose to
enter the Intermediate League instead of the
National League when the reforms took place this
summer and continue to develop a primarily local
team of players who just want to play football. 

Had they stayed in the National League, they would
have not been capable of competing in truth, and
they themselves knew that – in the Intermediate
League though they have picked up a respectable
seven points from as many games, while also
providing a good challenge to the U23 sides in the
Intermediate League.

WORDS: footballgibraltar.com 

PHOTOS:Neil Wilson -



THIS week Gibraltar football fans will
not have any domestic League
matches to watch, but they won’t be
going without their dose of football.
Across four categories they will be
able to keep tabs on the under 15s
and under 19s and on their home
ground they can watch the under
21s and senior team play.

Importantly, well over 100 players
across the diYerent age groups –
under 15, 17, 19, 21 and seniors - will
have taken part. This is a testament
to Gibraltar’s progress within the
International football world and the
success of the policy to create a
player pathway which sees
youngsters now moving between
squads with ease and adapting to
the challenges of playing
International football.

We will have seen scorelines of 8-0,
10-0 even sometimes beyond, yet
with every game played Gibraltar's
youth football takes a step further to
achieving one of its key goals. The
aim is to have players get the
International match experience to
compete, a message which has been
repeated during the past year at
every level.

"The player pathway" will be words
which both young and older players
have been exposed to continuity
during the past three years.
A term which was first brought to
the forefront by the present Gibraltar
FA Technical Director, Desi Curry. 

The player pathway described how
plans had been laid to get some
common ground between the
diYerent categories from the
youngest levels through to senior
level. Providing players a route

through which they knew they could
grow, develop and eventually have a
chance at being picked into the
national squad.

It also outlined how players from a
young age would be exposed to
structures and disciplines expected
within national team environments. 

These will have all been enacted
upon in recent weeks as each
category competing will have had to
go through the national team
selection, protocols and training.
Notably the mix at times of having
various teams on the same training

ground as they prepared has
provided these players with a
significant exposure to this ‘player
pathway’ which sets them on route
to senior football at International
level.

When it was first introduced few
realised the importance of the player
pathway. Three years on it has
become the "in" word in football,
which many forget its origins. Yet the
player pathway has become the
standard Instrument which
essentially describes the educational
route players are now taking to reach
the next stage in their careers.

Yet in a results driven environment
sometimes the importance of the
experience is forgotten when the
scores are high. But even in high
scoring defeats players are gaining
invaluable experience which makes
them more capable of adapting to
the senior game when they come to
face the challenges ahead in the
future.

However, the success of the player
pathway is only now beginning to
emerge as younger players start
making the jump onto the next level
towards the full International team.
You will now see players thrown in
for the first time into the
International scene take little time in
adapting. Many due to the fact that
the experience they have already
gained at a younger age has
provided them with a confidence to
compete and adjust.

Julio Ribas has not hidden the fact
that he wants his players to gain
International experience and get as
many caps as possible. However, in
doing so he has also thrown down
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STEPHEN IGNACIO
A PATHWAY       TO THE FUTURE…

. . . However, year on
year, and as players
progress through the
ranks Gibraltar can only
move forward as it
comes from a position
far distant from others
who have decades of
International experience
from which to look back
upon. . . 



the gauntlet and opened the doors
to the youth to enter into the fold.

It’s a daunting task as players face
opponents with over 100
international caps and years of
experience. 

However, year on year, and as
players progress through the ranks
Gibraltar can only move forward as
it comes from a position far distant
from others who have decades of
International experience from which
to look back upon.

This was highlighted recently by
Gibraltar goalkeeper Kyle Goldwin,
who speaking to local newspaper,
Gibraltar Chronicle, states: “I do
believe that if Gibraltar had the
opportunities we have now 10/15
years ago we would have been
much more experienced and with
said experience our game would be
stronger. 

“Having said this we have made big
steps in the right direction and this
shows in our results. People judge
success on results but its more than

that! The way the national squad
has grown in the past couple of
years in my eyes has been
magnificent.

“You see players now growing in
maturity, doing the invisible work
like looking after their nutrition and
putting in extra work after training,
all that helps and shows how far we
have come in such a short period of
time. 

“Take for example the Georgia
recently. In the past it would have
been acceptable to lose 2 or 3-0, 
but now to lose to Georgia in the
dying minutes, after coming back
from 2-0, frustrates us, this is just
another example of how much we
have grown.

“I strongly believe that the
experience the under 17s, under 19s
and under 21s are getting now will
vastly improve the local player. Also
this experience has to be
accompanied by hunger, sacrifice
and determination to improve and
must not be taken for granted. We
will most definitely see players grow
from these types of tournaments
and experiences.”
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